
1. Secure hair o� face.
2. First cleanse with Dermodality cleanser to remove any make-up. (Foaming Cream for normal, aging, dry or 

dehydrated skin / Beta Hydroxy Cleanser for oily or acne skin).
3. Second cleanse with Dermodality (gel-based) Mandelic & Green Tea Cleanser to prepare for peel.
4. Prep skin with Dermodality 50/50 Peel Prep Pads; thoroughly wipe face.
5. Apply petrolatum (or another occlusive of choice) lightly, to any areas of the face that need protection (cuts, 

abrasions, moles, tattoos, inner lining of nose and corners of mouth etc).
6. Make sure to have a fan and a timer nearby.
7. Measure 1cc (1/10 tsp) of desired BASE1 peel solution into a small glass bowl; *You may need more for neck and 

decolletage.
8. Apply BASE1 peel with Dermodality fan brush (or glycolic applicators) starting with the thicker areas of the skin. 

Proceed in the following order: Forehead, chin, facial perimeter, cheeks, nose, temples and around eyes. *ONLY 
ONE LAYER.

9. Allow BASE1 peel to absorb into the skin. This usually takes about 3-5 minutes. Use a fan to cool the skin and help 
dry. IF erythema (blotchy redness) occurs and client is in extreme discomfort remove peel with cool towels/4x4s 
and proceed to step 22. *NOTE: you are doing a chemical peel;there will be some sensitivity.

10. If no erythema or severe stinging occurs, fan skin for 3-5 minutes and proceed.
11. Measure ½ tablespoon of Dermodality Pumpkin Peel ACCELERATOR *You may need more for  neck and 

decolletage.
12. Apply Pumpkin Peel DIRECTLY OVER BASE1 peel using a fan brush starting with the thicker areas of the skin first. 

Forehead, chin, facial perimeter, cheeks, nose, temple and around the eyes.
13. Leave both peels on for another 5-8 minutes. TOTAL TIME OF PEEL IS 10-15.
14. Wet fingertips and re-wet the Pumpkin peel in light circular motions for an easier removal process. *Clients may 

feel some activity at this point.
15. Use cool damp cloths and wet 4x4s to remove the product. *REMOVE COMPLETELY.
16. Cleanse skin with Dermodality cleanser to ensure the product is removed completely.
17. Option to perform light extractions at this time.
18. Option to apply a Dermodalty mask (or any mask) at this time. (Follow directions on mask jar) Apply; let sit for 

approx 10 min. Remove with cool towels or 4x4s.
19. Option to apply Dermodality Retinol POWER Booster OR skip to step 22.
20. Prep skin once again with Dermodality Prep Pads; Thoroughly wipe face.
21. Apply 2-3 pumps of Retinol POWER Booster of choice to treatment areas using gloved fingers. Press into skin and 

allow it to absorb for 3-5 minutes before step 22. (Client must wear the boosterfor at least 6 hrs for the cascade 
process to occur).

22. Apply Moisture Soothe Plus.
23. Apply Dermodality SunMoist SPF 30
24. Apply lip balm.
25. Send client home with Dermodality skin-conditioning home care products (Vitamin A: Intense is recommended).
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